


Moving on with the Story!
In the last session, we worked on writing a build-up where tension was starting to build 
between the brothers. They had agreed to wait for a sign from the gods. Next, we reach 

the dilemma of the story where something goes wrong because the sign sent by the 
gods is interpreted by the brothers in different ways and they end up fighting.

Beginning
Introduce a character 

or setting.

Build-Up
Character does 

something.

Dilemma
Something goes 

wrong.

Resolution
Problem gets sorted 

out.

Ending
How does the 

problem get solved?

The brothers are offered the 
crown of Alba Longa, but 

they refuse it as they want to 
found their own city.

The brothers set off to find 
somewhere to build their city. 
They cannot agree on the exact 
location for the city. They await 

a sign from the gods.



The Argument
Character Thoughts and Feelings

We know that when the sign from the gods arrives, it causes a big argument.

I was the first to 
see the vultures 

so I must be 
right. I saw six 

vultures.

However you look 
at it, twelve is 

more than six! I 
saw twelve 

vultures so I must 
be right.



The Argument
Character Thoughts and Feelings

Romulus ignores his brother’s claims and just starts to build a wall around 
Palatine Hill.

Write down some sentences to describe what you said at this moment and how 
you felt.



Gathering Powerful Verbs
The next thing that happens is that the brothers end up in a physical fight. To 

write about this, you will need to use powerful verbs.

To help prepare for this, let’s look back at an extract from the dilemma and 
resolution in Part Two of the story.



Gathering Powerful Verbs
This is from when Romulus is trying to rescue Remus…

Pick out some verbs in the text that you think could be replaced with more 
powerful examples. Let’s reveal the verbs in the text.

Romulus and his band of shepherds found Remus within the palace. Romulus cut 
the rope from around his brother’s wrists and led him out of the prison room. Just 
as they ran down the narrow corridor, they saw their uncle, King Amulius.

Romulus kicked him hard in the shins and Amulius fell to the ground. Next, he hit 
him on the top of the head with his shield. Amulius fell down further onto the 
floor. Romulus jumped on his back and reached for his sword. He put his sword 
into the king and killed him. 

With your partner, use a thesaurus to generate a list of powerful verbs you could 
use instead of the highlighted verbs.

Write down the synonyms you find.



Gathering Powerful Verbs
Here is an example of how you could changed the text by adding powerful verbs:

Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus within the palace. Romulus 
sliced the rope from around his brother’s wrists and escorted him out of the prison 
room. Just as they scurried down the narrow corridor, they caught sight of their 
uncle, King Amulius.

Romulus kicked him hard in the shins and Amulius slumped to the ground. Next, 
he smashed him on the top of the head with his shield. Amulius collapsed down 
further onto the floor. Romulus pounced on his back and grasped for his sword. He 
planted his sword into the king and slaughtered him. 

‘kicked’ may still be the 
best choice for this verb



Using ISPACE
We have improved the text by adding powerful verbs, but we could also add 

fronted adverbials to the sentence. Adding a fronted adverbial tells the reader 
more about the action in the main clause of the sentence.

We can use the acronym ‘ISPACE’ to help us to write different kinds of fronted 
adverbials that begin in a variety of ways.

I
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-Ing verb 

Simile 

Preposition 

Adverb 

Conjunction 

-Ed verb 



Using ISPACE

I -Ing verb 

Searching tirelessly, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus 
within the palace.

This fronted adverbial uses 
an –ing verb to tell the 
reader more about the 

action in the main clause 
of the sentence.

We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Using ISPACE

S Simile

Like a pack of hunting wolves, Romulus and his band of shepherds 
located Remus within the palace.

This fronted adverbial uses 
a simile to tell the reader 
more about the action in 
the main clause of the 

sentence.
We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Before too long, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus 
within the palace.

Using ISPACE

P Preposition

This fronted adverbial 
starts with a preposition to 
tell the reader more about 

the action in the main 
clause of the sentence.

We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Finally, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus within the 
palace.

Using ISPACE

A Adverb
This fronted adverbial 

contains just one word (an 
adverb) to tell the reader 
more about the action in 
the main clause of the 

sentence.

We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



After they had searched all night, Romulus and his band of shepherds 
located Remus within the palace.

Using ISPACE

C Conjunction

This fronted adverbial starts 
with a conjunction to tell the 

reader more about the action in 
the main clause of the sentence.

We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Exhausted, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus within the 
palace.

Using ISPACE

E -Ed verb

This fronted adverbial starts 
with an –ed to tell the reader 
more about the action in the 
main clause of the sentence.

We always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Using ISPACE
Decide on effective fronted adverbials for each of these sentences on the Using 

Fronted Adverbials Activity Sheet. Use the Fronted Adverbials Word Mat to help 
you or invent some fronted adverbials of your own using the ISPACE acronym to 

help you.

Don’t forget to put a comma after each fronted adverbial.
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Using Fronted Adverbials
Look at this version of the text that now has added powerful verbs and fronted 

adverbials. Is it more effective than the original?

Do you notice that a fronted adverbial has not been used for every sentence? This 
is because it would become too repetitive. It’s best to vary how you start your 

sentences – you don’t need a fronted adverbial for every one!

Finally, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus within the palace. 
Romulus sliced the rope from around his brother’s wrists and escorted him swiftly 
out of the prison room. Just as they scurried down the narrow corridor, they 
caught sight of their uncle, King Amulius.

Without a moment’s delay, Romulus kicked him hard in the shins and Amulius
slumped to the ground. Next, he smashed him on the top of the head with his 
shield. With a pained grunt, Amulius collapsed down further onto the floor. 
Romulus pounced on his back and grasped for his sword. With determination, he 
planted his sword into the king and slaughtered him. 



Using Short Sentences for Effect
Adding in some short sentences among longer ones can help create more tension 

and excitement for the reader at moments of high action in your story. You 
worked on using short, snappy sentences when writing your build-up.

Finally, Romulus and his band of shepherds located Remus within the palace. 
Romulus sliced the rope from around his brother’s wrists and escorted him swiftly 
out of the prison room. It was dark. Just as they scurried down the narrow 
corridor, they caught sight of their uncle, King Amulius. Menacingly, he glared at 
them.

Without a moment’s delay, Romulus kicked him hard in the shins and Amulius
slumped to the ground. Next, he smashed him on the top of the head with his 
shield. Bang! With a pained grunt, Amulius collapsed down further onto the floor. 
Romulus pounced on his back and grasped for his sword. With determination, he 
planted his sword into the king and slaughtered him. There was silence.

Using some shorter sentences adds to the drama. There is a choppy urgent rhythm 
to shorter sentences.



Writing the Dilemma
and the Resolution

Beginning
Introduce a character 

or setting.

Build-Up
Character does 

something.

Dilemma
Something goes 

wrong.

Resolution
Problem gets sorted 

out.

Ending
How does the 

problem get solved?

The brothers are offered the 
crown of Alba Longa, but 

they refuse it as they want to 
found their own city.

The brothers set off to find 
somewhere to build their city. 
They cannot agree on the exact 
location for the city. They await 

a sign from the gods.

They argue about how to 
interpret the sign sent by the 
gods and cannot resolve their 

disagreement. They end up in a 
fight.

Romulus kills 
his brother in 

the fight.



Writing the Dilemma
And the Resolution

You will now write the dilemma and resolution for this part of the myth.

In this particular story, the resolution 
happens at the end of the fight so they 
flow into one another. You may like to 
organise your writing in this way…

Paragraph 1: The vultures are seen and 
the brothers argue over the meaning of 
the sign. (dilemma)

Paragraph 2: Romulus starts building 
and ignores Remus. Their arguing turns 
into a physical fight. (dilemma)

Paragraph 3: The fight gets more violent 
and Romulus ends up killing Remus. 
(resolution)



Look carefully at the Dilemma 
Checklist for the features that 
you need to include in your 
writing today.

Remember you will need to also 
include a resolution in your last 
paragraph.

Writing the Dilemma
And the Resolution

Did I…

Structure and Language

Child Friend Teacher

describe the dilemma in 
detail?
describe what the 
characters are thinking 
and feeling?

use powerful verbs?

use a range of adverbs and 
adverbial phrases, 
including fronted 
adverbials? 

use long and short 
sentences together for 
effect?

Punctuation and Grammar

use commas after fronted 
adverbials?

Don’t focus too much on Remus 
getting killed – it’s a bit gory 
and your main focus should be 
on the tension and excitement of 
the fight building up.



Put a tick for things you have 
already done and a dot for 
things you still need to include.

Evaluating Your Work

Did I…

Structure and Language

Child Friend Teacher

describe the dilemma in 
detail?
describe what the 
characters are thinking 
and feeling?

use powerful verbs?

use a range of adverbs and 
adverbial phrases, 
including fronted 
adverbials? 

use long and short 
sentences together for 
effect?

Punctuation and Grammar

use commas after fronted 
adverbials?

Complete this section.


